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imaging interpretation, and more importantly the current areas in need of further research.
The majority of vascular specialists entering the
deep venous arena possess a strong set of arterial skills
and knowledge, which might not always prove helpful. For example, common arterial concepts such as
“less is more” when it comes to revascularization do
not apply to deep vein reconstructions where going
from” healthy vein to healthy vein” is more important for long-term patency than the length of the stent
used. Another common arterial concept relates to the
risk of vessel rupture, and careful progressive balloon
dilatation is advocated. If the patient develops pain,
then the procedure is stopped. In venous procedures,
progressive dilatation has proven unnecessary and the
risk of bleeding with significant consequences has been
deemed to be very low. Moreover, appropriate vessel
preparation by balloon dilatation is essential for treatment success. Therefore, high-pressure ballooning to
the desired size immediately after wire crossing is typically performed without hesitation.
It is of the utmost importance to be surrounded
by people who have already experienced the initial
learning curve and are considered the new leaders in
this growing field. Doing so will improve outcomes,
minimize mistakes, and create a collaborative network
to promote ongoing research and learning in this area.
In the early stages, the importance of attending highly respected venous meetings and observing venous
cases up close cannot be overemphasized. This can be
achieved by visiting venous centers, observing cases, or
inviting experts to your own center through company
support. Over a period of 36 months, we managed to
bring four international experts on six different occasions to our center to proctor cases. In addition, several team members attended highly respected venous
meetings.

BECOMING A VENOUS EXPERT
In the last two decades, there has been a growing
understanding of the vital role that deep venous
obstruction plays in the progression of chronic venous
insufficiency (CVI).1-8 Over the past five years, the
medical industry has exploded with the development of
many dedicated venous stents aiming to capture a huge
market that has long been ignored.9-13 Interventionalists
wanting to perform these procedures should first
recognize that venous pathology is complex, with a
wide variety of presenting complaints affecting all ages.
The predisposing factors for symptom expression are
not well understood and there is no widely accepted
severity score incorporating all possible manifestations
of the disease. There is also no non-invasive tool
available to evaluate the hemodynamic significance of
the lesions found.14
When assessing arterial disease, clinicians have the
Rutherford classification, TASC classification, and very
simple tools such as the Ankle Brachial Index (ABI) or
Toe Pressure Index (TPI) to assist in identifying the
clinical severity, in addition to the complaints of the
patient. Two patients with superficial femoral artery
(SFA) occlusion can be on two opposite ends of the
spectrum, one with no symptoms and the other with
short distance claudication or rest pain, and a simple
ABI can help to determine the need for intervention.
In venous disease, the same observation can be
made. Two patients with the same degree of obstruction in the pelvic veins and the same competency status in the legs might tell two different stories. However,
there is currently no simple adjunctive test to determine the severity or to anticipate the patient’s response
to treatment. Vascular specialists wishing to embark on
the treatment of deep venous obstructions must have a
thorough understanding of anatomy, physiopathology,
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and adjunctive tools such as pain diaries using analogue visual scales, quality of life questionnaires, venous severity scores, and objective measurements of
edema, and trials of different conservative therapies
might be necessary to help identify the best candidates. Patient compliance with ongoing surveillance,
medication, and exercise will also be necessary to
maintain long-term patency. Generally, patients with
severe complaints who have failed standard measures
will benefit from an escalation of treatment should severe obstruction be identified as a contributing factor.
Unfortunately, as previously mentioned, it is not easy
to predict which patients will benefit or how significant or long lasting the positive effect will be.
In any case, once clinical suspicion has arisen,
non-invasive imaging can follow. Duplex ultrasound
is widely available, safe, low cost, and the first line
imaging for infrainguinal venous disease. However,
it is not currently a standard of care to image the
iliac veins and vena cava in a patient referred for a
venous ultrasound. The general understanding is
that ultrasound is not reliable due to the depth of
the vessels. Having said that, most venous centers,
including ours, have developed specific diagnostic
criteria, and with sufficient training and dedication,
the positive predictive value of ultrasound has
proven to be very high.18, 19
Computed tomography venography (CTV),
direct or indirect, can provide very useful
information, especially if extrinsic compression
is suspected. However, this modality is not as
sensitive as magnetic resonance venography (MRV)
for identifying vessel defects and involves ionizing
radiation. Unfortunately, MRV of high quality is
only available in selected centers around the world,
is time-consuming, and can be relatively expensive.
Since dedicated imaging is essential for patient
selection, pre-operative planning, and post-operative
follow-up, a highly dedicated vascular ultrasound
service is vital to maintain a rapidly growing practice.

When setting up a venous practice it is essential to
maintain a close relationship with other physicians
performing these types of interventions. Complex cases usually benefit from two interventionalists, since
these procedures can be quite long and challenging,
both physically and mentally. Case discussion and the
collaborative pooling of data also assist in improving a
physician’s understanding, and in turn, overall patient
outcomes. Further to this, the team will also benefit
from collaboration with experts in other areas such as
imaging, wound care, and hematology. This not only
helps to provide comprehensive care to the patients,
but also increases referrals since many of the venous patients have been in the community or under the care of
other health care professionals for years without knowledge of treatment alternatives. Therefore, consistently
involving other specialties in your team will help spread
the word and allow your practice to expand faster.

PATIENT SELECTION
Patient selection is possibly the most challenging
task for deep venous enthusiasts. The current lack
of an objective, non-invasive hemodynamic test
for significant outflow obstruction means that the
appropriate treatment is largely based on thorough
patient assessment, which is not always straightforward.
That being said, we know that the more advanced
the venous insufficiency features in the lower
limb, the higher the chances of finding significant
obstruction.15 However, in some cases, the symptoms
will predominantly affect the pelvis, with patients
experiencing deep aching, urinary urgency, or back
pain causing spinal claudication type symptoms.16, 17
Patient symptoms typically worsen with
prolonged periods of standing and improve with
rest and leg elevation. In patients with features or
symptoms consistent with venous insufficiency but
non-significant superficial venous incompetence, an
escalation of imaging is recommended.3 Patients with
a background of post-thrombotic syndrome or with
reoccurring ulceration who have pelvic obstruction
identified are the best candidates for intervention.
These patients benefit the most and are the perfect
examples to convince hospital administration and
health care authorities that these procedures are
worth pursuing from a cost-effectiveness point of
view. However, they are also the most difficult cases
with the highest chances of failure in the short and
mid-term, and for that reason, they are not the ideal
cases to start with and should be undertaken by
experienced interventionalists.8
When assessing venous patients, clinical assessment becomes paramount and multiple office visits

PATIENT RECRUITMENT
Patients that could potentially benefit from deep venous reconstruction constitute a very heterogeneous
group, as does the referral base.
ACUTE DEEP VENOUS THROMBOSIS (DVT)
Creating a referral pattern for extensive ilio-femoral
DVTs takes a lot of effort, since traditionally these
patients have been treated conservatively by different
specialties including general practitioners, emergency
physicians, internists, and hematologists. Sometimes,
even orthopedic surgeons, neurologists, or neurosur4
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geons treat these patients. According to interventional
guidelines, if the event is considered a post-operative
complication or the result of a stroke or immobility,
the patient will be treated with anticoagulation for the
short-term and would not be considered for an escalation of treatment unless the limb is severely threatened. More often than not, the treating physicians are
unaware of the latest treatment options available. In
some cases, the referrals might come as a request for
an inferior vena cava (IVC) filter in someone with a
pulmonary embolism and extensive DVT. Following
an accurate assessment, however, the patient can be
identified as a good candidate for catheter directed
thrombolysis and deep vein stenting instead.
Once a patient is recruited and the treatment
has proven beneficial, it is paramount to involve the
referring physician in sharing the success. A simple
courtesy call or a hallway comment might suffice
to remind that physician to call back next time he
has a similar patient. The same goes for the patient’s
general practitioner, who needs to understand what
the patient went through and what options are now
available for future cases.
In our experience, one of the strategies used was
to consult hematology every time we performed
thrombolysis for an acute extensive DVT as a
matter of advertising what we could offer. Initially,
the head of Hematology complained about all the
“unnecessary” consults, stating that we could read
the international guidelines on anticoagulation as
well as any of them. After I explained the several
areas on this topic requiring research, such as how
to combine anti-platelets (needed for stent patency)
and anticoagulation (needed to prevent thrombotic
recurrence), there was an increased interest in
participating in the team and an understanding that
this was an evolving area in need of attention.
Inter-departmental meetings and grand rounds
are great opportunities to showcase skills, available
technology, and results. However, it is hard to change
culture. Established physicians who have been
practicing medicine a certain way for many years
find it hard to adopt a different view, particularly
when there is no strong evidence-based literature
yet to support the change. One strategy that proved
most effective in our hospital when building a venous
thromboembolism (VTE) service was to involve the
trainees. As with most teaching hospitals, ours is run
by junior doctors and all consults and referrals are
screened by them. Therefore, I gave my registrars the
task of finding patients. In no time, the vascular team
was being notified of a significant number of VTE
patients, not all candidates for intervention of course,
however, we changed the trend significantly due to the
enthusiasm and pride shown by our trainees. Our team

is not always consulted for all potential candidates
and sadly we often find out about patients that could
have been treated after the fact. However, since the
introduction of the VTE service, we have been able
to build a multidisciplinary team and referrals have
increased exponentially. The continuous reminding
of available options and overall results is needed to
maintain a steady referral base, especially since staff
members at the hospital are constantly shifting.
CHRONIC VENOUS ULCERS
Another significant source of patients is wound care
clinics, usually managed by general practitioners and
specialized nurses. The referrals to vascular specialists
from such clinics are well known to be minimal and
often delayed after months or years of failure.20 This
is partly the fault of those vascular specialists who
traditionally would have recommended conservative
management for life, in particular for those patients
with severe post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) and
deep vein incompetence.
Now that we recognize the role of venous obstruction, we need to revisit our interaction with
these wound care centers, educate them in this
emerging field, and show them how we can help
their patients.
CHRONIC EDEMA
Another common referral is chronic edema not resolved by conservative management. Although peripheral edema can be caused by systemic causes
such as congestive cardiac failure and renal failure,
concomitant iatrogenic venous obstruction might
substantially contribute to the appearance and severity of secondary edema.
CHRONIC PELVIC PAIN
Possibly the most patient-driven referral is the case of
patients with undiagnosed chronic pelvic pain who
have been looking for answers for years and find information about pelvic congestion syndrome on the
internet. There are many patient support groups on
social media where information is shared from all
over the world.
VENOUS CLAUDICATION, VARICOCELE,
RECURRENT OR ATYPICAL VARICOSE VEINS,
RECURRENT CELLULITIS, ETC.
These are less common reasons for referral but are
increasingly recognized as markers of pelvic vein obstruction by referring doctors.
5
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In any case, regardless of the target, physician
and patient education continues to be the most
successful marketing tactic. Satisfied patients and
referring doctors will spread the word.

tibial vein. In terms of angiographic systems, several
new technologies have been developed to address
emerging trends, including the need to reduce the
radiation dose, improve image quality, and enable
advanced procedural image guidance. All three of
these points have become increasingly important
as more complex procedures are attempted in
interventional suites or hybrid suites.
Advanced 3-D imaging with rotational
angiography, which uses a quick spin around
the patient, creates a CT-like, 3-D image of the
anatomy. Large format displays enable a larger field
of view and better visualization of the anatomy.
Position flexibility is also essential, with the need to
accommodate full head-to-toe coverage of patients
without the need for patient repositioning, since it
is not unusual to need access from above and below
the lesions.
Ionizing radiation from medical imaging has
become a growing concern. Deep venous procedures
can be complex and require long fluoroscopy
times with high radiation levels. However, new
technologies can help to reduce the required dosages.
On average, venous patients are a few decades
younger than their arterial counterparts. To
investigate the radiation exposure associated
with venous procedures, Black et al. conducted
a retrospective cohort study of patients with
symptomatic ilio-femoral deep vein thrombosis
and chronic IVC reconstruction.23 The patients
were followed for a minimum of one year in order
to capture re-intervention data. The estimated
radiation exposure from the related pre-operative
index and post-operative interventions was
measured in dose-area product and fluoroscopy
time. Comparing radiation dose measurements for
IVC reconstruction with other vascular procedures,
Black noted that it is significantly higher than
lysis, which has a median radiation exposure of
9 Gy·cm2 and 981 seconds of fluoroscopy time
compared to 60.8 Gy·cm2 and 2,846 seconds for
IVC reconstructions. However, when compared
to procedures such as EVAR and thoracic EVAR
(TEVAR), the venous treatments remain lower,
especially during complex procedures, which
have been associated with a 287 Gy·cm2 dose-area
product and 4,152 seconds of fluoroscopy time.
Despite this, Black maintained that there should
still be concern about the amount of radiation
venous intervention patients are exposed to.

BUILDING A VENOUS PRACTICE
It is important to maintain a complete venous practice, offering education, assessment, and treatment
of the full range of venous disorders, not only because it is an entry door for patients with potential
deep obstruction, but also because it helps to increase
the knowledge of the wide variety of clinical presentations and multiple treatment algorithms that are
constantly evolving. Spending time with the patient,
making sure they understand what is going on, from
the anatomy and physiopathology to the interventional techniques available, has proven, in my experience, to be the best approach. This allows the
patients to not only identify other sufferers, but also
to educate their own doctors. Patients are no longer
satisfied with one expert medical opinion and pursue
many avenues and peer support before accepting a
recommendation. This is why I strongly believe in
involving the patient entirely in the decision-making process from the beginning. I encourage them
to educate themselves and I emphasize the vast area
of unknowns that we face in this new and rapidly
evolving era. Social media is increasingly the platform patients use to share their experiences, knowledge, and opinions with people all over the world.
As of October 2018, it was reported that
Facebook alone boasts over 2.2 billion active users.21
Further studies have indicated that many people use
Facebook and similar forums when seeking health
advice.22 Therefore, maintaining a strong presence
on the internet through active and informative
websites and social media pages allows a higher
level of interaction with patients and significantly
increases awareness amongst the public.

INTERVENTIONAL SUITE
Once you have established yourself as a deep venous enthusiast, you need to ensure you have the
ideal setup, resources, and tools to accomplish your
goal. There is a trend towards more ambulatory, office-based care, especially in the United States. However, many patients will benefit from a hospital set
up for overnight stays, the management of anticoagulation, and coordination with other health teams,
etc.
Duplex ultrasound skills are essential, since several
access points might be required, including jugular,
brachial, basilica, and the popliteal or posterior

INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND
The role of intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) in deep
venous interventions cannot be underestimated. This
6
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technology provides accurate real-time, 360-degree
views of the vessel wall and surrounding structures,
and is free of radiation and intravenous contrast
agents. IVUS allows accurate imaging to be repeated as many times as required throughout the case
without the risk of high dose radiation that multiple
Digital Substraction Angiography (DSA) runs or cone
beam CT reconstruction have; as mentioned before,
most patients are young and procedures can be quite
lengthy. A further advantage of IVUS is that it is independent of the patient’s body habitus, which allows
the physician to treat morbidly obese patients safely.
Patients with PTS or iliac vein compression can
have fibrous bands, webs, spurs, and trabeculations
that venography might not show due to contrast
flowing around and through these defects within the
vein. Conversely, IVUS can show all the different
channels and consequent stenosis. IVUS can also
identify lesions that are compressive in nature, such
us tumors or arteries, and differentiate between
dynamic and static lesions.
There is a growing body of clinical evidence that
suggests the use of this technology helps improve
procedural outcomes. The first prospective multicenter study comparing multi-planar venography to
phased array intravascular ultrasound (VIDIO trial)
has reported that IVUS changed 57% of venous
treatment plans. Across the total 100 patients
enrolled, according to the investigator readings at
the time of the index procedure, IVUS detected 88%
more lesions than multi-planar venography (124 vs.
66) (P<0.0001). In addition, 29% of patients were
ruled negative by venograms, while showing positive
findings according to IVUS (19 vs. 48) (Figure 1.1).
Gagne, the global principal investigator of the
VIDIO trial and co-author in this book, said “These
results clearly show that IVUS is better at detecting
lesions than multiplanar X-ray venography, the prior
imaging gold standard. IVUS is now my imaging

modality of choice for identifying this treatable
condition and the VIDIO study shows how well these
patients can do with the appropriate treatment”.24
According to Murphy et al., IVUS provides
the current gold standard technique for detection
and characterization of venous disease. Their
study concluded that venography missed 25% of
lesions and underestimated disease in 69% of cases
compared to IVUS.25 Previous studies by Neglen
and Raju also reported venography to have a limited
sensitivity of only approximately 50%.26
Despite all the “expert opinions”, there is still
insufficient data to support the routine use of IVUS
in deep venous reconstructions. The technology is
expensive and, in many countries, lacks reimbursement.
However, this should not be used as an excuse to
refrain from using IVUS in venous reconstructions. If
the desire is to build a high-quality venous care center,
negotiations must include all necessary resources
to provide that care. In our experience, we had to
undertake a trial with IVUS and subsequently present
a business case to our hospital administration to prove
its superiority over conventional angiography and
eventually its cost-effectiveness.

PATIENT FOLLOW-UP
As previously mentioned, venous patients are usually younger than their arterial counterparts, and the
technology available is newer, making it mandatory to
follow them up closely. Most series recommend strict
surveillance in the immediate post-operative period
and less frequent follow-ups as time goes by. However,
we still do not know how currently used “dedicated”
venous stents will behave after the first decade, and
many of our patients will be around for 40 or 50 years
after our intervention. The follow-up visits can be very
rewarding in most cases and seeing these patients regain control over their lives after years of suffering is
quite uplifting. It is also
highly educational and
helps with future patient selection.
One of the current
challenges is to know
when to re-intervene.
Although symptom recurrence or acute occluFIGURE 1.1.
Pie chart from the VIDIO
trial demonstrating the
changes made to treatment plans in 57 patients.24
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sion are clear indications, remaining conservative in
the long-term with a stent that eventually occludes
might prove to be the wrong move, especially since instent occlusion is currently almost impossible to treat
by an endovascular approach after the first 6 weeks and
the patency rates after re-intervention are not great.8

RESEARCH AND CONTINUING MEDICAL
EDUCATION
Prudent patient selection; maintaining a database/
registry; sharing success stories as well as failures;
participating in research, ideally with other centers;
and an ongoing commitment to medical education
will ensure the delivery of high-quality medical care
and will help to define the field and keep at bay
government agencies and insurance companies.27

KEY MESSAGES
In summary, building a venous center is highly
rewarding and not complicated. However, it does
require hard work and dedication. My top tips are:
• learn from others who are ahead;
• do not accept suboptimal conditions/resources;
• exercise prudent patient selection;
• keep a good database and revise it frequently;
• be flexible, open, and humble.
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